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The horizontal compass and 

compass mirror alignment
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● An air-floated compass was built at the University 

of Kentucky.

● Goal was to measure absolute direction of the target 

magnetic field  in the Hall C coordinate system 

precisely to about ±0.1°.

● Field direction was measured by reflecting a laser 

beam off the compass mirrors, aligned exactly 

perpendicular to the magnetic axis of the magnet. Compass installed in Hall C

The horizontal compass
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Compass mirror alignment

● Cylindrical compass magnet had 

mirrors (0.5 inch diameter, 0.3 mm 

thick) and circular scales (marked 

every 30°) attached to both ends of it.

● Three brass screws and and springs 

were used to align the mirrors on the 

compass magnet.

● Magnetic field direction was given by 

the surface normal of the compass 

mirror. ● The geometric and magnetic axes of the 

cylindrical magnet do not coincide.

● Reflected laser beam from the compass 

mirror inscribed an ellipse on a screen as a 

result of 360° scan of the magnet.

● The compass mirrors were aligned parallel to 

the magnetic axis of the compass magnet to 

minimize the horizontal error by reducing 

the ellipse to a line.
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Error in determining the 

horizontal angle, generated 

from compass mirror 

alignment : ±0.03°

Horizontal error from mirror alignment

Mirror 1
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Error in determining the 

horizontal angle, generated 

from compass mirror 

alignment : ±0.03°

Horizontal error from mirror alignment

Mirror 2
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Compass measurements setup 

in Hall C
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Z=0 Z=12Z=-12

Turning mirror

Compass setup in Hall C
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Compass setup in Hall C
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Helmholtz and correction coil 

settings
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SHMS 

Angle 

(degrees)

HB
momentum

 

(GeV/c)

HB
current

 

(A) Polarization

MainL

(A)

MainS

(A)

HL

(A)

HS

(A)

VL

(A)

VS

(A)

12.5 7.5 2552.33 +X 5.23057 5.16315 -1 1 8.7 6.7

12.5 7.5 2552.33 -X 5.23057 5.16315 -1 1 8.7 5.4

12.5 7.5 2552.33 +Z 5.23057 5.16315 0 0 8.7 5.9

12.5 7.5 2552.33 -Z 5.23057 5.16315 0 0 8.7 5.9

18 5.6 1877.10 +X 5.23057 5.16315 0 0 5.8 4.6

18 5.6 1877.10 -X 5.23057 5.16315 0 0 5.8 3.2

18 5.6 1877.10 +Z 5.23057 5.16315 -1 1 5.8 4.0

18 5.6 1877.10 -Z 5.23057 5.16315 0 0 5.8 3.9

30 3.4 1127.68 +X 5.23057 5.16315 0 0 2.3 2.3

30 3.4 1127.68 -X 5.23057 5.16315 0 0 4.5 2.8

30 3.4 1127.68 +Z 5.23057 5.16315 0 0 4.5 3.5

30 3.4 1127.68 -Z 5.23057 5.16315 0 0 2.8 1.6

*Highlighted rows were the initial kinematic settings for A
1
N.

Helmholtz coil and correction coil settings
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Determining magnetic field 

direction
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Scanning the transverse field direction 

along the target length
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Scanning the longitudinal field direction 

along the target length
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Survey data analysis and results
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Compass measurement survey data

● S1 : SHMS at 12.5°

S2 : SHMS at 18°

S3 : SHMS at 18°

● +X : beam left

-X  : beam right

+Z : towards downstream

-Z  : towards upstream

● 1 : compass position 

     z=+12cm

2 : compass position z=0 cm

3 : compass position 

     z=-12cm

● I : incident laser beam spot    

    on transparent screen

R : reflected laser beam spot

     on transparent screen

* in millimeter 
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* Angle is measured with +Z direction

Transverse (+X) field direction measurement
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* Angle is measured with +Z direction

Transverse (-X) field direction measurement
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* Angle is measured with +Z direction

Longitudinal (+Z) field direction measurement
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Longitudinal (-Z) field direction measurement

* Angle is measured with +Z direction
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Error analysis
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1. Error in determining the angle ( ) the magnetic field makes with beam line:θ  ~ ±(0.01°-0.03°)

Where  was the function of all the surveyed coordinate variables (xθ
i
) and       is the error 

associated with that particular coordinate.

2. Errors from the compass mirror alignment (θ
M
): ~ ±0.03°

The misalignment between magnetic axis of the cylindrical magnet and compass mirror 

generated additional errors- 

A. Projection of the fitted straight line on the horizontal axis

B. Fit parameter errors 

3. Laser beam spot size: ~ ±0.006°

Lenses were used to make the  laser beam spot diameter ~2 millimeters.

4. Position of incident laser beam on the compass mirror: ~ ±0.01°

The laser beam always reflected off the center of the compass mirror within 0.5 mm uncertainty.

Total uncertainty was within ±0.1° as required!

σ
θ
=√∑i [( ∂ θ

∂ x
i
)

2

σ
x i

2 ]
σ
x
i

Sources of systematic uncertainties
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Uncertainties in compass measurements
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Uncertainties in compass measurements
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Conclusions

● Finished both the longitudinal and transverse magnetic 
field direction measurements for three kinematic settings 
for the experiments.

Thanks to the Alignment group for their help!

● The field direction at different locations along target cell 
deviates from that at the center due to presence of steel 
structures and effect of HB.

● The uncertainty in the angle measurements was limited 
to ±0.1º which was the requirement.


